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Latent Heat Carbon
Graphite-based thermal management
systems for transformation, storage
and release of latent heat
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LATENT HEAT CARBON

Latent heat carbon for thermal management systems

A wide range of applications

The adjustability of the amount of energy that can be stored and the temperature at which the energy can be released

The geometric versatility of the graphite phase change composite ensures an optimal thermal contact. The high

makes our graphite composite material an optimal candidate for thermal management systems. The main challenges

thermal conductivity of the graphite host structure allows the heat to dissipate most effectively into the PCM.

are, amongst other things, the effective storage of heat energy and the buffering of temperature peaks.

Phase change materials
Latent Heat

Phase change materials are characterized by a high heat
Cooling
Effect

of fusion which, when melting and solidifying at a certain
temperature, are capable of storing and releasing large

Heating
Effect

Thermal management of batteries

¬ Thermal control during fast charging and
discharging of high-power batteries in
electric and hybrid electric vehicles

amounts of energy. The low thermal conductivity, which
is typical for PCMs, is resolved by embedding it into a

¬ Maintains ideal operating temperature of

graphite host material with a high thermal conductivity.

electrochemical cells
Temperature

¬ Prevention of thermal runaway
Constant
Temperature

Energy

Electronics cooling

¬ Fast dissipation and transformation of heat
released by electronics during full load

Expand to shape – Flexible geometries

¬ Lower operation temperatures in
desired ranges, thus increasing
efficiency, reliability, and life span
Expand to shape – More flexibility and individual geometries
The expansion of intercalated graphite at high temperatures

¬ Hybrid cooling systems

yields expanded graphite, a carbon foam with a very high,
adjustable porosity. The high thermal conductivity thereof,
combined with the properties of the PCM, result in an outstanding composite material for thermal management applications.
Our particular Expand to shape manufacturing process allows
for the production of complex shapes and geometries.

Temperature control in automobiles

¬ Storage and reuse of waste heat
from internal combustion engines

¬ Reducing cold start emissions by
preheating of, e.g. oil and cooling water

¬ Temperature management in
electric vehicles

¬ Buffering of temperature peaks
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Schunk – A worldwide success.
Always at your side.
Schunk is a global leading force in the development, production and use of
carbon, ceramic, quartz and sintered solutions. Like no other, Schunk combines
innovative strength and technological know-how with an extraordinary
service orientation to supply a range of performances unique to the market.
Schunk is a partner who offers you all the technological possibilities of a
globally active company and can implement your ideas pragmatically and
tailor-made to your requirements – whether these are for industrial largevolume markets or highly specialized niche markets.

The Schunk Group
Empowering, idea-driven, collaborative – this is how the Schunk Group has
made a name for itself as a globally-active technology group since 1913.
Empowering, because we build bridges for our customers to help them develop
better products and conquer new markets with innovative technologies.
Idea-driven, because innovations are a significant aspect of our company
culture. Collaborative, because every employee of the Schunk Group is focused
on the customer.
The Schunk Group is a globally operating technology company. The company
is a leading supplier of products made of high-tech materials – such as carbon,
technical ceramics and sintered metal – as well as machines and systems –
from environmental simulation and air conditioning to ultrasonic welding and
optical machines. The Schunk Group has more than 9,100 employees in
29 countries and achieved sales of €1.35 billion in 2019.
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